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What success really means - a report from the village

e-Newsletter Bonus Day Dec 16
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Bonus Day Thursday Dec. 16, 2010

Dear Friends of Zahana: 

This is a friendly reminder: Thursday, December 16 is
another Bonus Day at GlobalGiving. Every donation to
Zahana is matched by 50% until GlobalGiving runs out of
matching funds. 

As you might plan your end of the year giving options, we
hope that you will remember Zahana (even if you missed
“bonus day”).  We have ready to use Zahana gift cards you
can download off our Zahana website as a do-it-yourself
project if you want to add a personal touch. 

Last time GlobalGiving ran out of matching funds for the
first time half a day into the drive, so please donate early, if
you can donate to Zahana. 

Bonus Day starts midnight December 16th EST, that is 9
PM Dec. 15 PST and 7 PM Dec 15 HST. 

The village of Fiadanana
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Another interesting fundraiser:

Zahana is eligible for a $10,000 grant from Ford Motor
Company as one of the 200 organizations chosen within
GlobalGiving. 

So: if you want to earn $10K for Zahana and as a reward
travel for free to Europe and test drive the Ford Focus here
is what you do (check out the Ford FB page):

1) Make a video under two minutes and upload it on the
Ford Focus Facebook page.

2) Nominate Zahana as your organization that should get
the 10K if your video gets chosen

3) explain in your video why Zahana would make a
difference (with the 10K we get if you get chosen), so
others “love it” too.

4) Promote your video like crazy and get chosen. You
travel to Europe and drive around in Ford Focus and we



get the prize money. All are happy.

Stay posted for our video we hope to post soon. 

Please share this newsletter with your friends and family.

Happy Holidays!

Ihanta, Jeannette and Markus
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